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X INC, the subsidiary of FIRSM, CAS was founded in 1990. X INC focuses on 
the study, production, new technology development and industry standard 
establishment of nonlinear optics and relative crystals. Being the sub-category of 
traditional optical, nonlinear optics is not so familiar to most people. As Hermann 
Simon, the master of business management, had said: the so called ‘hidden’ is just to 
the public or the irrelevant. Every hidden champion is visible to the customer and 
the competitor with every move being the most outstanding. In the segment market 
of the LBO CRYSTAL,BBO CRYSTAL,Nd:YVO4+KTP optical contacted crystal 
and laser components, X INC overwhelmed competitors either in production volume, 
technology strength or market reputation.  
X suffered the ‘growing pains’ during bubble burst in the optic communication 
industry in 2000. The company struggled with the sales decline and over-staffed 
during the market depression. The writer adopted the SWOT analysis for marketing 
valuation, and concluded the advantages and disadvantages of the company. By 
strengthen the weaknesses, rebuilt the procedure and achieving relative key 
technology, shortcomings were improved. By introducing the STP strategic model, a 
better market acquaintance was achieved, a more accurate product positioning was 
realized, a more appropriate marketing strategy and a more feasible sale distribution 
were implemented. In the following years after the bubble burst, X INC achieved 
significant outstanding performance in sales. Experiencing the market fluctuation, X 
INC further recognized its positioning among the laser components manufacture. 
Said as the chairman of X INC--the charming of laser is its forever and undivided 
characteristics (coherence and linear of laser spec), which enables it to conquer 
anything. 
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第一章    绪论 
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荣获 1986 年国家科技进步特等奖；LBO 获得 1990 年国家科技进步一等奖，1991










② BBO 指 一种非线性光学晶体以及以其加工而成的元器件，中文化学名为低温相偏硼酸钡，分子式为
β-BaB2O4。 
③ LBO 指一种非线性光学晶体以及以其加工而成的元器件，中文化学名为三硼酸锂，分子式为 LiB3O5。 
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